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Introduction 

1. Following the outline, partial agreement in March between the United Kingdom and the 27 other 

EU Member States (EU27)1, the focus of the Brexit negotiations has now, at last, switched from 

the ‘withdrawal arrangements’ to the ‘future relationship’. On 12 July the Government published 

its post-Chequers White Paper The future relationship between the United Kingdom and the 

European Union2 which sets out the Government’s broad proposals for the future partnership over  

a wide range of policy areas.  

 

2. The publication of the White Paper is thus an opportune moment to revisit the pressing issue of 

what the Government should aim to achieve in the area of international family law as we leave the 

EU3.   

 

3. The Government’s approach to future cooperation in the fields of civil and family law is couched 

in the most general of terms in the White Paper: 

1.7.7 Civil judicial cooperation  
145. Civil judicial cooperation is mutually beneficial to both the UK and the EU. Businesses benefit from 
legal certainty in the event of disputes and are more confident trading across borders. Consumers and 
employees benefit from protections for weaker parties. Cross-border families benefit from clear rules to 
resolve disputes in sensitive matters quickly and efficiently. The future relationship between the UK and 
the EU should protect these advantages.  

146. The EU has already shown that a deeper level of civil judicial cooperation with third countries is 
both legally viable and operationally achievable, including through the Lugano Convention, which 
provides for cooperation between EU and European Free Trade Association (EFTA) countries. Under 
this Convention, EU Member States and third countries apply the same rules on civil and commercial 
judicial cooperation, and commit to pay due regard to how each other’s courts interpret those rules. This 
architecture provides a clear precedent for close cooperation between the EU and a third country.  

147. To ensure cooperation can continue in these areas at least, the UK will therefore seek to 
participate in the Lugano Convention after exit. However, while the UK values the Lugano Convention, 
some of its provisions have been overtaken, and it is limited in scope. In addition, the European 
Council’s Guidelines have suggested the possibility of going beyond existing precedent.  

148. The UK is therefore keen to explore a new bilateral agreement with the EU, which would cover a 
coherent package of rules on jurisdiction, choice of jurisdiction, applicable law, and recognition and 
enforcement of judgments in civil, commercial, insolvency and family matters. This would seek to build 
on the principles established in the Lugano Convention and subsequent developments at EU level in 
civil judicial cooperation between the UK and Member States. This would also reflect the long history of 
cooperation in this field based on mutual trust in each other’s legal systems. The Government will also 
continue to work closely with the devolved administrations to ensure that the future arrangements for 
cooperation with the EU take into account the separate and distinct legal systems in Scotland and 
Northern Ireland.  
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4. Parliamentary Committees of both Houses have examined this subject4. They recommend the 

retention of the existing EU legal framework as far as possible. We believe that this reflects a 

largely unchallenged and uncritical assumption among many Parliamentarians (shared by some 

practitioners) that EU family law is preferable to any other system. Moreover, there has been no 

formal consultation of their memberships on these issues by the main professional bodies, 

Resolution and the FLBA5. This is obviously regrettable.  

 

5. We are concerned that there has been insufficiently detailed consideration of the merits of the  

existing non-EU international instruments, which in our view provide pragmatic and workable 

alternatives to the two main pieces of EU family legislation6, while not suffering from their 

defects.  

 

6. In an ideal world, as the White Paper contemplates, the UK and EU would reach a comprehensive 

agreement covering all areas of family law7. Realistically, that is unlikely to happen, certainly 

without a very long transition period which is unlikely to be politically acceptable. 

Notwithstanding its fundamental importance, family law seems to be low on the Government’s 

list of Brexit priorities. Moreover, even if this were not so, the EU27 are unlikely to make 

concessions of the kind that we (and, we believe, many other practitioners) consider to be 

desirable, notably, the abolition of lis pendens in divorce and maintenance disputes, and 

amendments to the Maintenance Regulation in the field of jurisdiction8.   

 

7. This paper therefore argues that, accepting these and other realities, the Government should 

acknowledge that the key objective must be to achieve, to the fullest extent possible, continuation 

of the mutual recognition and enforcement of judgments and orders, in the area of divorce and 

maintenance. Anything else should be subsidiary to that overarching aim, although some of the 

existing non-EU international instruments go well beyond the issues of recognition and 

enforcement. 

 

8. We argue that these core aims for the post-Brexit era can be met by existing international 

agreements, namely, two Hague Conventions9 which provide for recognition and enforcement in 

the areas of divorce and maintenance. These Hague Conventions have demonstrated their fitness 

for purpose over time, are in daily use, and do not suffer from the drawbacks of the EU laws 

which they would replace.  Using these Conventions instead of a complex and politically 

problematical bespoke UK/EU arrangement will have the added advantage of reducing the 

number of different legal instruments that apply. As any practitioner who practises in this field is 
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aware, the law is already unduly complex and unwieldy and there is an urgent need for 

simplification10.  

 

9. The Government acknowledges the availability of the Hague Conventions in its response to the 

House of Lords Europe Select Committee’s 17th Report Brexit: justice for families individuals and 

businesses11, in which it states, at para 26: 

In family law, the Hague Conventions cover much, although not all, of the same ground as the EU family 

law Regulations, including rules for jurisdiction and recognition and enforcement in children matters, and 

cooperation between Central Authorities. During negotiations, the Government will consider the 

coverage of the alternative international agreements when deciding how best to ensure ongoing 

reciprocity and mutual recognition. 

 

10. A note about terminology. Some contributors to this debate have characterised EU legislation as 

“procedural” rather than “substantive”12. This is a serious misconception.  Unquestionably, these 

laws, as rules of private international law, create and remove substantive rights: they create and 

remove grounds of jurisdiction; they impose lis pendens rules and abolish forum conveniens; and 

they (although not in the UK) determine which country’s law should be applied to a particular 

dispute.  

 

11. This paper assumes that judgments of the CJEU will cease to have binding authority at some point 

(save transitionally), either at the end of the ‘transition’ period or shortly afterwards. The 

Government has stated this to be a political red line. Plainly, it would be legally unacceptable for 

future judgments of a CJEU on which the United Kingdom is no longer represented to have 

binding force (as opposed to being simply persuasive) once the United Kingdom leaves the EU, 

other than for the minimum period necessary in the interests of legal certainty.  

Lugano Convention 

12. It is unclear from the White Paper whether the Government envisages that the Lugano Convention 

will continue to apply in maintenance cases. We consider that the Lugano Convention suffers 

from the same drawbacks as the Maintenance Regulation, considered below, and that if the UK 

becomes a party to the Convention in its own right13 this would add an unnecessary layer of 

complexity in the area of maintenance. The 2007 Hague Convention framework is all that is 

needed. We have existing reciprocal enforcement arrangements with two of the three non-EU 

Lugano States, Norway14 and Switzerland15. In cases involving Iceland, which are not numerous, 

we would fall back on national law. If the Government decides to sign up to the Lugano 

Convention it should so on the basis that maintenance is excluded from its scope. 
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The European Union (Withdrawal) Act 

13. Having completed its tortuous course through Parliament, the Act received Royal Assent on 26 

June. Its aims are laudable. By incorporating EU law into domestic law, it seeks to prevent a legal 

“cliff edge” on our departure from the EU. However, the authors of this paper agree with other 

commentators16 that the current EU regime, which depends on reciprocity, cannot be maintained 

through the mechanism of the Act. Even if we apply the existing regime by transposing it into 

domestic law, there will be no legal obligation on EU27 to reciprocate. However, this problem 

would fall away if on Brexit day the Hague Conventions take effect immediately, subject of 

course to transitional provisions of the kind contained in article 63 of the March 2018 Draft 

Withdrawal Agreement.  

An opportunity to return to forum conveniens 

14. We consider that Brexit offers a welcome opportunity to jettison the lis pendens provisions of the 

Brussels IIA and Maintenance Regulations and revert to long-established and settled principles of 

forum conveniens. Our family courts are well used to deciding questions of discretion such as 

those which arise in forum disputes, namely, with which country a family has the closest 

connection and which court is best placed for trying their case. And of course our courts continue 

to apply forum conveniens principles in cases not involving the EU17.  

15. We accept that neither forum conveniens nor lis pendens is perfect18. Forum conveniens is said to 

be unpredictable in terms of outcome, compared to the certainty of lis pendens, and can lead to a 

race to judgment, as opposed to the race to court which lis pendens promotes. But we believe that 

lis pendens is the greater of the two evils and that the benefits of forum conveniens clearly 

outweigh the drawbacks.  

 

16. We start from the premise that forum shopping (the purpose of which is invariably to achieve a 

more favourable financial outcome) is to be deprecated. Yet forum shopping is inherent in - if not 

in fact encouraged by - the Brussels legislation, as was pointed out in Villiers v Villiers [2018] 

EWCA Civ 1120 at [87]:  

 

 … if, within the terms of the Regulation, a party is able to choose between two jurisdictions, then he or she 

is perfectly entitled to choose that which is more beneficial to him or her.19 
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17. And in L-K v K (No 3) [2006] EWHC 3281 (Fam), Singer J observed at [44] that ‘the “first past 

the post regime” imposed by BIIR has the potential to be inherently unfair to one or the other, and 

it is arbitrary’. 

 

18. Lis pendens directly encourages the race to court. It thereby discourages negotiation, mediation20 

and pre-litigation settlement. It is also discriminatory in that it favours the richer party (usually the 

husband), who can afford the specialist legal advice that is crucial in these cases.  

 

19. By contrast, the forum conveniens principle discourages forum shopping. Take the example of a 

French couple who have lived all their long married life in England. Their children go to school 

here and all the assets are located here. Under forum conveniens, the English court would have 

little hesitation in finding that England is the proper forum. But the inflexibility of the lis pendens 

rules under the BIIA regime means that the French court, if first seised, will deal with the divorce 

and ancillary financial issues, very probably to the financial detriment of the other party, even 

though the connection with England is overwhelming.  

 

20.  It is ironic that, far from achieving legal certainty,  BIIA and the Maintenance Regulation have 

spawned their very own litigation industry. Argument about obscure legal technicality has 

proliferated21. Moreover, the lis pendens rules have led to costly arguments about residence / 

habitual residence: the very kind of factual issue that ‘first past the post’ was designed to avoid. 

Lis pendens appears to be certain, but is less certain than appearances suggest. Forum conveniens 

appears to turn on a wide discretion, but in most cases the convenient jurisdiction is immediately 

apparent, especially to experienced judges and lawyers. 

 

21. Of course, the reality is that, while English divorce courts remain a financially attractive forum, 

some applicant spouses, especially the wealthy, will,  whether under the lis pendens or forum 

conveniens regimes, argue that their case be heard here, and respondent spouses will argue the 

contrary.   But we contend that forum conveniens is the fairer system, being one that will enable 

our judges once more to filter out, on a discretionary basis, those cases which should be tried here 

from those that should not, rather than leaving the determination to be made according to rigid 

and arbitrary lis pendens rules. 

Recognition of divorce and legal separation under the 1970 Hague Convention 
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22. To avoid conflicting divorce and legal separation judgments in the courts of different states, 

leading to ‘limping marriages’, it is obviously of crucial importance that judgments granted by a 

United Kingdom court be recognised in EU27, and vice versa22.  

 

23. We consider that the Convention of 1 June 1970 on the Recognition of Divorces and Legal 

Separations (the 1970 Convention)23, which the UK already applies, provides an acceptable 

alternative to the relevant provisions of  BIIA, Chapter II, which apply between all Member States 

save Denmark.  The 1970 Convention rules are given effect in the UK by Part II of the Family 

Law Act 1986, which currently regulates the recognition of divorces and legal separations granted 

in non-EU Member States. 

 

24. There are no direct jurisdictional rules for divorce in the 1970 Convention. Thus each Contracting 

State is free to establish its own jurisdictional rules. In our view such rules are not necessary. Nor 

are there lis pendens rules. Decisions based on forum conveniens are permitted24. There are clear 

and proportionate rules of indirect jurisdiction, which require a minimum level  of connection 

between the parties and the state where the divorce is granted (various combinations of habitual 

residence / domicile / nationality),  as a pre-requisite to recognition in another state25.  

 

25. The bases on which recognition may be refused are very similar under both BIIA and the 1970 

Convention (being, essentially: procedural unfairness; incompatibility with a previous judgment; 

public policy)26. Indeed, the similarity between the non-recognition rules in the BIIA and 1970 

Convention regimes enabled Mostyn J to opine in a recent case that the court's approach to the 

FLA 1986, s 51 [viz. recognition in a non-EU case] should be informed by the judicial 

interpretation of BIIA, art 2227.    

 

26. The BIIA rules governing recognition of divorce have proved uncontroversial, as is evidenced by 

the very small number of reported cases in the 17 years since the first BII Regulation ((EC) No 

1347/2000) came into force on 1 March 200128. The pre-BIIA case law does not suggest any 

difficulty in the recognition of  European divorce under the law in force at that time. Nor does the 

general case law involving the 1970 Convention cause any concern as to its continuing fitness for 

purpose. 

 

27. Twelve EU States (in addition to the UK) are already bound by the 1970 Convention. They are: 

Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland, 

http://www.lexisnexis.com/uk/legal/search/enhRunRemoteLink.do?A=0.58774733927128&service=citation&langcountry=GB&backKey=20_T27556026688&linkInfo=F%23GB%23UK_ACTS%23num%251986_55a%25sect%2551%25section%2551%25&ersKey=23_T27556026692
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Portugal, Slovakia and Sweden. Seven other countries (Albania, Australia, Egypt, Moldova, 

Norway, Switzerland and China (in respect of Hong Kong) are also bound.   

 

28. It is true that, by contrast with the position under the BIIA, nullity judgments do not come within 

the scope of the 1970 Hague Convention. However, the number of nullity decrees with a cross-

border element must be very small29. 

 

29. We do not consider that the retention of the existing BIIA jurisdictional grounds is a reason for 

remaining within a BIIA-type framework after Brexit. It is questionable whether there was ever 

any justification for harmonisation of grounds of jurisdiction. But once we cease to be part of the 

EU legal order any such justification will cease.  

 

30. That said, the BIIA grounds of  jurisdiction have, with two exceptions, been uncontroversial and 

we see no reason not to reproduce most of them. The exception is the poorly drafted and 

ambiguous fifth indent of art 3(1)(a), which states that jurisdiction shall lie with the courts of a 

Member State in whose territory "- the applicant is habitually resident if he or she resided there 

for at least a year immediately before the application was made", a provision that Aikens LJ in 

Tan v Choy [2015] 1 FLR 492 observed, obiter, was capable of (at least) three possible 

constructions. This has given rise to unnecessary debate in a number of reported cases30. The sixth 

indent31 suffers from the same ambiguity. It should therefore be made clear that habitual (and not 

mere) residence is required during the entire period stipulated. Nor we do need the fourth indent32, 

as English law does not provide for a joint divorce petition. We also suggest that the domicile of 

one party should once more be a primary, rather than as at present merely a residual, ground of 

jurisdiction33.  

 

31. We therefore urge the Government to seek to persuade the EU27 to accede to the 1970 

Convention, en bloc. If that is unsuccessful, then the fall-back position will be that recognition of 

divorce and other such ‘status’ judgments will be governed by the law of the individual state.  

Given the sophistication of the legal systems of EU27 it is not envisaged that the mutual 

recognition of UK and EU 27 judgments will present difficulties in practice.  

 

The making, variation, recognition and enforcement of maintenance decisions under the 2007 

Hague Maintenance Convention 
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32. It is clearly of fundamental importance that UK maintenance decisions continue to be recognised 

and enforced in EU27, and vice versa. At present this is achieved via the EU Maintenance 

Regulation, which, in a welcome innovation, introduced for the first time a Central Authority for 

the enforcement of maintenance decisions between EU States.   

 

33. However, the Maintenance Regulation suffers from a number of defects34. First,  it is poorly 

drafted and lacks clarity, as demonstrated by the lengthy but finally concluded debate as to 

whether a maintenance creditor may apply direct to the court of country B for enforcement of an 

order made in country A, or is obliged to apply through the Central Authority. This required a 

reference for a preliminary ruling to be made to be CJEU for clarification35. The position in 

relation to variation applications, however, remains unclear36.  

 

34. Secondly, in the area of enforcement of maintenance decisions there is currently a twin-track 

regime37. Maintenance orders originating in other EU states (apart from Denmark, whose orders 

must be registered here) are enforceable directly in the UK, without the need for a declaration of 

enforceability (i.e. registration). The respondent is unable to rely on public policy as a ground of 

challenge38. This lack of substantive filter can result in injustice. On the other hand, UK orders are 

subject to a declaration of enforceability in the country of enforcement as a prerequisite to 

enforcement. There is thus a two-level playing field39.  

 

35. Thirdly, a provision not found in the Regulation's predecessor, the Brussels I Regulation, applies 

the Regulation's jurisdictional rules even where the other state involved is not a EU Member 

State. The need for this global extension of the reach of EU law is baldly stated, without 

explanation or justification, in recital 15. As a result, the jurisdictional and lis pendens rules apply 

even where a non-EU state is first seised: “The circumstance that the defendant is habitually 

resident in a third State should no longer entail the non-application of Community rules on 

jurisdiction, and there should no longer be any referral to national law. This Regulation should 

therefore determine the cases in which a court in a Member State may exercise subsidiary 

jurisdiction.”. 

 

36. Fourthly, the ‘sole domicile’ rule40 denies jurisdiction where a maintenance claim is ancillary to 

proceedings concerning status (e.g., divorce) “based solely on the nationality [in the UK and 

Ireland, domicile] of one of the parties”41. This prevents an application to the English court for 

maintenance by parties resident in non-EU countries, even where no other EU State is involved.   
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37. Fifthly, the Maintenance Regulation currently determines jurisdiction as between the three 

territorial units within the United Kingdom (England and Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland) 

resulting in what can only be described as the absurd situation of divorce being dealt with in one 

part of the UK and maintenance claims in another42.  

 

38. This not the occasion for a detailed comparative analysis of the 2007 Hague Convention and the 

Maintenance Regulation. We maintain however that an overview of the scheme of the Convention 

demonstrates that it will meet the needs of international maintenance applicants and respondents 

post-Brexit. 

 

39. The 2007 Convention was negotiated at the same time as the Maintenance Regulation and its 

broad scheme is similar.  The UK is already bound by the Convention as it has been approved by 

EU (controversially43) on behalf of all Member States, apart from Denmark44. The UK will have 

to sign the Convention in its own right on Brexit, but that is a minor technicality.  

 

40. Currently, the other Contracting States are Norway, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Ukraine, 

Montenegro, the United States of America, Turkey, Kazakhstan, Brazil and Belarus, thus 37 states 

in all. As at 31 July 2018 the other signatories are, Burkina Faso, Canada and Honduras. Other 

countries are expected to follow suit now that the Convention applies to the United States.  

 

41. The core scope of the Convention is child maintenance, and recognition and / or enforcement of a 

spousal maintenance decision where accompanied by a claim for spousal support45.  

 

42. A claimant for free standing spousal support is not entitled as of right to invoke the Central 

Authority process46. Very importantly, however, the EU has declared47 that it will extend the 

Central Authority process48 provisions to all applications for spousal support (even where no child 

maintenance obligation is also involved).  

 

43. It is important to note that, like the Maintenance Regulation, the Central Authority scheme applies 

equally to initial applications for maintenance claims and to variation applications49.  

 

44. Under the Convention, there are no direct rules of jurisdiction, save a ‘negative’ rule in relation to 

modification (i.e. variation) cases50, in terms similar to article 8 of the Maintenance Regulation. 

We believe harmonisation of direct rules of jurisdiction to be unnecessary. Under the Convention, 

indirect rules of jurisdiction ensure that there is a sufficiently close connection between the 
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country where the maintenance order was made and the country where recognition and/or 

enforcement is sought51. That connection will in most cases be habitual residence52. 

 

45. There is a discretion – not a mandatory requirement - to refuse recognition and enforcement if the 

State of enforcement is already seised of proceedings between the parties53. The other grounds for 

refusal are similar to those under the Maintenance Regulation54.  

 

46. Like the Maintenance Regulation, the Hague Convention creates a Central Authority regime, for 

the registration and enforcement of decisions55 (which include court settlements and agreements) 

and authentic instruments. The mechanics of the application for recognition and enforcement are 

very similar to the procedure under the Maintenance Regulation where a declaration of 

enforceability of a maintenance decision is required56, that is, a registration process. 

 

47. Moreover, in common with the EU, the Hague Conference on Private International Law operates 

an innovative iSupport scheme, whereby details of maintenance orders, payments and arrears are 

digitally transmitted between signatory countries, thereby speeding up proceedings, enforcement 

and thus, it is to be expected, recovery and payment57. 

 

48. As under the Maintenance Regulation, generous legal aid provision is  available to applications 

made through Central Authorities58. In relation to applications for recognition and enforcement of 

child maintenance (i.e. persons under 21), the 'requested' Convention State is required to provide 

free legal assistance, save to the extent that the procedures of that State enable the applicant to 

make the case without the need for such assistance and its Central Authority provides the 

necessary services free of charge59. In non-child cases an applicant who in the State of origin has 

benefited from free legal assistance is entitled in any proceedings for recognition or enforcement 

to benefit, at least to the same extent, from free legal assistance as provided for by the law of the 

requested State under the same circumstances60. 

 

49. By signing the 2007 Convention the EU has itself signalled to the world that the provisions of the 

Convention are fit for its international relations in the field of maintenance. We agree entirely. 

Overall, on Brexit, we believe that claimants and respondents under the Convention will enjoy 

rights that are as extensive as those under the Maintenance Regulation. The Government should 

therefore abandon any attempt to extend the provisions of the Maintenance Regulation post 

Brexit, save transitionally.  

 

Conclusion 
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50. There need be no 'cliff edge' in the event that we leave the EU without a bespoke deal. We have a 

ready-made set of laws on which to fall back, laws which are already in operation and work well 

for the benefit of international families, well beyond the EU.  In some areas of family law there 

will be very little noticeable difference if we apply Hague law instead of EU law.  In some areas 

there will be distinct improvements, by leaving behind EU laws which are directly prejudicial to 

mediation, negotiation, reconciliation and to the weaker financial party. 

Gavin Smith is a barrister at 1 Hare Court (https://www.1hc.com/people/gavin-smith); David Hodson 

is a solicitor at International Family Law Group (https://www.iflg.uk.com/team/david-hodson-obe-

mciarb); Valentine Le Grice QC is a barrister at 36Family (https://36group.co.uk/members/vlgqc). 
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